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Stay on top of USMLE steps 1,2,3 preparation with USMLE Images for the Boards: A

Comprehensive Image-Based Review, the first comprehensive image-based review aid available!

This high-yield medical textbook will help you identify and interpret the images youâ€™re likely to

see on the exam, allowing you to approach the boards with confidence and land the best

score.Optimize your visual diagnostic skills with the only review tool that focuses on image

interpretation in a standardized-testing environment and provides evidence-based data governing

the selection of imaging modalities for a particular disease. Prepare for all steps of the USMLE with

300 full-color medical images, including: EKGs, plain film/CT/MRI radiology, pathology slides, gross

tissue specimens, and images depicting commonly tested diseases encountered within the fields of

ophthalmology, urology, internal medicine, OB/GYN, pediatrics, orthopedics, and ENT.  Retain all

the necessary information and evaluate your understanding thanks to an easy-to-follow format and

challenging board-style review questions with high-yield explanations.  Be prepared with this

high-yield, clinically relevant review guide of images for "board" preparation.
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Edit: It's closer to 4.5/5 stars than 4 so I'm rounding up!This book is a great resource for additional

exposure (especially to dermatology) and it goes into detail on some rare cases in the EKG section.

However, it assumes you're already familiar with interpreting EKG strips and CXRs/XRs/MRIs and



wastes little time straightening out any possible confusion before delving into explanations after the

clinical vignette and question(s). So, know what normal EKGs, CTs, and Xrays look like ahead of

time and be prepared to look up unfamiliar terms and patterns when they show up.Relevant details

are hit-or-miss -- I don't know if our exams will ever ask us in-depth questions about the minute

differences between Jefferson and hangman's fractures, but it's also nice to have the information

there as a springboard for something to look into if you need to apply the information to real-world

scenarios later. I like how cases are approached more as "this is what you're likely to see in a

patient presenting at a hospital or office" versus the purely theoretical information commonly given

in First Aid and in question banks. All the important stuff is there, but with added details and

descriptions.I've gone through the book once as of now and plan to read the post-question

explanations again before my exam for review, so I'd recommend it to solidify what you already

know and as a way of committing common lesions (in picture form) to memory for your exams.

This book (280 pages) is perfectly selected to test the knowledge and common sense for different

disease processes.It has 116 images; cardiology 20 cases with images & radiology 43 topics and

173 images.It is made for the USMLE and authors are from Ohio and Pennsylvania and that is

enough to say.I loved it on the first sight.5+ stars to  and the publishers

I only passed Step 2 CS and now studying for CK2.I am not good at imaging, that's why I bought

this.For me, to be honest, explanation of the answer is too complicated and pictures are not clear,

easy to understand.I am not sure in which steps those detailed questions are asked....

GREAT BOOK WITH GOOD IMAGES AND QUESTIONS; WORTH THE MONEY. THE

QUESTIONS ARE OF REASONING, AS WELL AS THE ORIGINAL EXAM. VERY GOOD

INFORMATION FOR THE PRICE !
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